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An overtube is a sleeve-like equipment made of semi-rigid plastic, designed to assist endoscopy \[[@b1-ce-2019-085]\]. An overtube of a larger diameter than that of an endoscope is needed for providing a route through the gastrointestinal (GI) tract. Overtubes were created to prevent aspiration events or mucosal laceration of the GI tract during the endoscopic procedure. They can be used for overcoming obstacles such as difficult anatomical structures and limited insertion depth and for facilitating the process of repeated insertion and withdrawal.

An overtube has proximal closure and a tapered soft distal tip. The anal side edge of the device needs to be atraumatic, and it has an inner width that matches the diameter of the endoscope. The length and diameter of overtubes differ to accommodate the intended application as well as the approach route.

Although an overtube has the advantages of facilitating endoscopic procedures, it also has inevitable safety issues. The most commonly reported complications involving the use of overtubes are mucosal scratches or tears. These side effects mostly occur because of the large diameter and mucosal pinching between the endoscope and overtube \[[@b2-ce-2019-085],[@b3-ce-2019-085]\]. Other serious complications include pharyngeal or esophageal perforation, rupture of varices, pneumomediastinum, and temporary vocal cord paralysis \[[@b4-ce-2019-085]-[@b6-ce-2019-085]\].

In the clinical setting, an overtube is commonly used in the removal of foreign material, esophageal variceal band ligation using separately attached bands, assisting colonoscope insertion, and endoscopic procedures, such as endoscopic submucosal dissection \[[@b7-ce-2019-085]-[@b9-ce-2019-085]\]. During endoscopic procedures, the overtube prevents mucosal damage and tracheal aspiration and provides an easy route for repeated endoscopic insertion.

In the current issue, Lee et al. investigated the technical feasibility of a newly developed endoscopic overtube for various endoscopic procedures in a GI simulator \[[@b10-ce-2019-085]\]. This new overtube had inner and outer tubes. Silicone was used as the outer tube material to reduce mucosal damage. A total of 15 endoscopic procedures were performed using the GI simulator. The endoscope insertion time using the guide-tube was reduced by approximately 70%. Moreover, the driving force of the developed guide-tube was smaller than that of a simple overtube (proximal esophagus: 1.5±0.1 kg vs. 4.4±0.1 kg). The mean retrieval time for a 2-cm polyp with the guide-tube was significantly decreased compared to that of using a conventional procedure.

The current study showed that endoscopic procedures assisted by the newly developed overtube were fast and safe in the GI simulator but not in the human GI tract. Although the authors presented that guide-tube-assisted procedures were superior in terms of speed, convenience, safety, and price, they did not directly compare the newly developed overtube with conventional overtube systems. In addition, because it was not applied in the human GI tract, there are no data regarding the efficacy and possible complications of the newly developed overtube. We should also consider the cost-effectiveness of the newly developed overtube because previously described insertion techniques can reduce the risks during overtube insertion with conventional overtubes.

An overtube can be practically used in clinical endoscopic procedures. With its capability to ease the luminal approach, it plays an important role in expanding endoscopic surgical techniques. There are several overtube systems that are being improved. Products that overcome various drawbacks are continuously being developed and marketed. The overtube used in this study has the potential to reduce complications during the procedure, can be used in various indications, and is attractive in terms of price. However, its efficacy was evaluated only in the simulator and not in the human GI tract. Moreover, it was not compared with conventional overtubes. Therefore, we cannot sufficiently conclude that the new overtube can overcome the limitations of conventional overtubes and be used with minimal complications in the human GI tract. To address this issue, the authors must compare the newly developed overtube with conventional overtubes in the human GI tract.
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